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Curriculum Intent
At Wickersley Partnership Trust we understand that getting the 
curriculum right for each and every individual student is the single 
most important factor in ensuring progress, encouraging positive 
engagement and raising aspirations.

ęř˃ȉĮơǨ˃ĮƖƖ˃ǜǨǰŒřơǨǜ˃Ǩƭ˃ƖřĮȈř˃ĮŊƖř˃ĮơŒ˃ǓǰĮƖžɄřŒ˃Ǩƭ˃ǑƖĮȏ˃ǨŹřžǔ˃űǰƖƖ˃
part in an ever-changing world through an ambitious, creative and 
innovative curriculum, which empowers students with the skills, 
knowledge and attributes to allow them to succeed in their next 
phase of education and their working life.

The Geography curriculum is designed to develop curiosity about 
the world and its people to unlock the key to their future. 

Year 7 Curriculum
In Year 7, the Geography curriculum is delivered through one lesson 
a week. Click the topics below to explore.

Population and Migration
This topic focuses on the foundation of why the population is distributed in 
the way it is and explores why and how this is going to change in the future. 
Students will look at the relationships between the physical environment and 
human activities that contribute to these changes. 

Rivers and Flooding
This topic builds on the KS2 curriculum and underpins how rivers shape our 
landscape, exploring how human interaction can interfere with it. It also shows 
links between human and physical geography and how the two are dependent 
on each other.  

Cold Environments
This is a crucial topic that acts as a foundation to several topics such as 
Climate Change and Tropical Rainforests. This unit also allows students to 
explore how the human world can help but also hinder the natural world. It 
links to key themes such as sustainability, risk and resilience and development.

India
This topic introduces some key geographical concepts such as development 
and globalisation. It allows students to explore how diverse the world is and 
how small changes can have major impacts. India is also one of the BRIC 
countries which could become a major superpower in our student’s lifetime.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zg7nvcw
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zs92tfr
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zbg3bqt
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/geography-ks3-exploration-india/zjpdcqt
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Students can use KS3 BBC Bitesize, 
along with a range of videos/
documentaries: 

• Map skills: Ordnance Survey 
Mapzone

• Rivers & Flooding: ‘Raging 
Rivers’ - Horrible Geography

• Prisoners of Geography: Our 
World Explained In 12 Simple 
Maps’ by Tim Marshall, 

• Race Across the World - BBC 
iPlayer, post-watershed

• ::;˃;ƭǰơǨǔȏɄƖř˃ȉžǨŹ˃£ĮǨř˃
Humble 

• Living with Nomads - YouTube
• CGP KS3 Geography revision 

guide - complete revision and 
practice

Immerse Yourself

Develop Skills

Tests and Topics

Geography Revision at home 

Map Zone

Get Revising Quicker! 

Videos, Links and Games

Study Support and Revision

BBC Bitesize Geography

ãǰžșƖřǨʺǜ˃ğɐ˃cřƭŲǔĮǑŹȏ˃ɅĮǜŹŋĮǔŒǜ˃Įǔř˃Į˃űĮơǨĮǜǨžŋ˃ȉĮȏ˃Ǩƭ˃ƟřƟƭǔžǜř˃ǔřƖřȈĮơǨ˃cřƭŲǔĮǑŹȏ˃ǨřǔƟǜ˃Ǩƭ˃
help you with your studies. Click on the icon below to start!

Test Your Knowledge with Quizlet...

Assessment Points
In Year 7, students are assessed each half term in class using a range of skills. These skills 
žơŋƖǰŒř˃ƖƭŋĮǨžƭơ˃ĮơŒ˃ƟĮǑ˃ǜƓžƖƖǜʉ˃ŲřƭŲǔĮǑŹžŋĮƖ˃ǰơŒřǔǜǨĮơŒžơŲʉ˃ɄřƖŒ˃ȉƭǔƓʉ˃ŋƭƟƟǰơžŋĮǨžƭơʉ˃
decision making, and numeracy skills. This then generates a grade which is either working 
towards entry level, entry level, working towards expected, expected, working towards 
greater depth and greater depth.

https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/mapzone/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/zrw76sg
https://quizlet.com/26185288/year-7-geography-test-revision-flash-cards/


https://geography.org.uk/national-fieldwork/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ioNsn4JB4EY
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We run a series of ‘Careers in the Curriculum’ weeks in our school. For Geography, this week 
takes place in May. 

Students take part in activities to encourage them to think about how what they learn in the 
classroom can be applied in a number of future careers.

One career route could be working for The Wildlife Trusts, they work for an environment rich 
in wildlife for everyone. With more than 800,000 members, they are the largest UK voluntary 
organisation dedicated to conserving the full range of the UK’s habitats.

Careers

THE
Geography
Way

t

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScdBH_opAyfErv8IvGVEy-ml14d3CtJi5g3z1Ga6HHoPaeUUA/viewform?fbclid=IwAR2GVWMVxT5KyR66u4BJHMWfmEFxyeJOdEAVBFGQGwj6CiAMqepobuLfKbI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_qVOLaSFFwg

